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Abstract. Technological evolution has provided the growth of new research ar-
eas that combine music and technology, such as ubimus (ubiquitous music)
and IoMusT (Internet of Musical Things). This paper presents synchroniza-
tion strategies applied to musical robots, using as a practical example a robotic
bongo connected with the RoboMus platform. Thus, we present clock synchro-
nization by SNTP and robot mechanical delay compensation through neural
networks. We also applied real-time audio processing for synchronization with
other robots or humans, creating rhythm patterns. Experimental results for de-
lay compensation achieved an average delay of 6.65ms ± 4.35ms and results
for real-time processing archived an average delay equal to 5.68ms± 4.12ms.

1. Introduction
Human beings have found in music a way to express themselves creatively
[Deliège and Wiggins 2006]. Technological advances, mainly computer emergence, have
provided them a new musical tool for creation. Thus, researchers also have been inter-
ested in this form of creation, which provided the development of areas that combine
technology and music.

Ubiquitous music (ubimus) [Keller et al. 2014] uses ubiquitous systems of human
agents and material resources aiming music purpose. This research area supply musi-
cal activities supported by technological devices, based on concepts such as portabil-
ity, mobility, connectivity, and availability (even to non-musician). In addition, another
important area is the Internet of musical things (IoMusT) [Keller and Lazzarini 2017,
Turchet et al. 2018], which uses electronic and computation through sensors, actua-
tors, and connectivity to provide musical activities, including networked musical perfor-
mances. Some IoMusT examples are: wearable device [Turchet and Barthet 2019] and
multimedia interactive installations [Netto et al. 2015].

The widespread use of electronics has provided the creation of robots for many
uses, including for musical propose. Robotic musicians [Bretan and Weinberg 2016] use
sensors, actuators, and electronic devices, relating them to ubimus and IoMusT. An ex-
ample is a robot named Shimon [Hoffman and Weinberg 2010], a robotic marimba which
includes a module to interact with another musician in real-time. In addition, there are
robots controlled by MIDI messages such as the LEMUR GuitarBot that is a type of slide-
guitar with four strings, where each string has an independent slide. Robot musicians can
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also include autonomous mode or controlled mode using a computer network such as the
RoboMus platform [Camporez et al. 2018] described in Section 2.

Human beings can detect the time difference among two successive acoustic
events (between 500 and 1.500Hz) in up to 20 milliseconds [Pisoni 1977]. However, in
robotic musicians, there are many mechanical delays caused by electromechanics compo-
nents. Thus, robotic synchronization (even between humans and robots) can be achieved
by compensation techniques to keep the system delay less than 20ms.

In networked musical performance [Rottondi et al. 2016], there are network la-
tency and jitter (latency variation). Protocols for communication among computers,
sound synthesizers, and other multimedia devices such as OSC (open sound control)
[Wright and Freed 1997] uses time tags, an absolute time to execute the message, to con-
trol this problem, thus messages can be sent in advance. However, the OSC does not
provide techniques for clock synchronization, which can be archived by using additional
protocols, such as NTP (network time protocol)[Martin et al. 2010] or STNP (simple net-
work time protocol)[Mills 2006], where the second is a simple, less accurate, version
of NTP recommended for micro-controller, embedded systems, and others because con-
sumes less computational complexity.

This paper describes improvements for the RoboMus platform, presenting the con-
struction of a new robotic bongo and strategies for macro-synchronization and micro-
synchronization using this robot on the tests. It presents the SNTP use for clock synchro-
nization, neural networks for learning the robots mechanical delay profiles, and real-time
audio processing for rhythmic synchronization with other musicians (humans or robots).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the RoboMus plat-
form. Section 3 describes the robotic Bongo components. Section 4 illustrates strategies
for robot synchronization used in RoboMus. The experiments and results are presented
in Section 5 and conclusion remarks are described in Section 6.

2. The RoboMus Plataform
The RoboMus platform [Camporez et al. 2018] aims, essentially, at the interaction among
musical robots and humans. The platform is open source, targeting low-cost robots. Its fo-
cus is on robots controlled by humans, however autonomous and semi-autonomous mod-
ules are considered to assist users in performances. Thus, the platform uses a predefined
musical messages format, using the OSC protocol, to enable robot control and mutual col-
laboration. In addition, as multiple robots structure is desired in a real-time performance,
synchronization strategies are applied through a musical message synchronization server
(MMSS), and algorithms embedded in the robots to promote micro-synchronization.

Figure 1 depicts the platform architecture, which can be divided into three parts: a)
control interfaces, which provide interaction among users and robots, b) musical messages
synchronization server, that is a messages centralizer among control interfaces and robots,
where techniques to compensate the mechanical delays are applied, and c) musical robots.

3. BongoBot prototype
We develop a robotic bongo, named BongoBot, for the first tests on the RoboMus plat-
form. The platform aims low-cost robots, thus the project was built with reused wood,
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Figure 1. The RoboMus platform architecture. The left side presents possible
control interface, in the center is shown the musical messages synchro-
nization server, and on the right side are depicted musical robots.

four solenoids (12 Volts and 5 Newtons), and two piezoelectric elements. The Figure 2
shows a 3D model and its construction.

Figure 2. BongoBot 3D model and real model

The RoboMus communication patterns were implemented in a Raspberry pi 3
Model B1. However, an auxiliary circuit was necessary to control the solenoids, because
Raspberry’s digital output pins did not supply the voltage and current required by the
solenoids (12V and 300 mA), thus a driver circuit was implemented, working like a
switcher, in which its schematic is shown in Figure 3 (a). We also implemented piezo-
electric sensors under the bongo skins to capture its sound and support the Raspberry to
detect beats, allowing the mechanical delay estimation. Furthermore, we use an amplifier
circuit (Figure 3 (b)) to allow the Raspberry to read weak beats. However, strong beats
can generate voltage above the Raspberry’s maximum input limit (3.3 Volts) and also be-
low the minimum input limit (0 Volts), thus this circuit limits the voltage range from 0 to
3.3 Volts. The Figure 3 (c) shows the robot’s components and its connections.

3.1. Robot Delay Characterization

The robot delay depends on the distance between the solenoid and the bongo skin, and the
solenoid velocity. The solenoid is an electromechanical device and when it receives elec-

1raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-3-model-b/
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Figure 3. (a) Driver circuit, (b) amplifier circuit, and (c) the robot system diagram.

tric current the armature moves in a velocity that depends on the voltage. We use a PWM
(pulse width modulation) to control the average voltage, consequently the solenoid veloc-
ity and beat strength. Figure 4 shows solenoids’ mechanical delays, varying the PWM
value from 0 to 1023, in other words, from 0 to 12 average Volts, respectively. These de-
lays were measured from the moment that the Raspberry Pi sent the electrical command
until the effectively sound, captured by the piezoelectric placed under the Bongo skin and
read by the same Raspberry, the Figure 3 (c) shows the diagram. Note that the maximum
wait time was 200ms, values equal to it means that there was no beat or very weak beat.
Thus, there are minimum PWM values to make the solenoid works, for the solenoid 1
(Figure 4 (a)) this value is about 500 and for the solenoid 2 (Figure 4 (b)) is about 400,
the difference can be explained by the installation height.
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Figure 4. Robot delay characterization.

4. RoboMus Synchronization

4.1. Macro-synchronization: Mechanical Delay Learning

Human beings have mechanical delays (limb movements), however, they solve this prob-
lem by initializing the limb movements before the desired sound response. For example,
when clapping it is necessary to anticipate the movements to keep time. The robots also
present similar delays caused by the components. Thus, macro-synchronization strategies
aim to learn and anticipate the actions of the robot to keep time.

Each robot may have its own structural design and, consequently, its own de-
lay profile. This profile can also change due to components wear and other factors
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such as clearance. Thus, the MMSS must know the delay profiles to provide macro-
synchronization and these profiles can be learned by using neural networks. For example,
the MMSS sends hundreds of messages to a robot and when this robot finishes an action
execution, it sends back a message containing the spent delay. After, with all the mes-
sages, the MMSS can train a specific neural network to learn this robot’s delay profile.
Note that the data acquisition and network training demand some time, however, it can be
done in the background.

The message delay format is not defined in the RoboMus platform. Thus, we de-
fined a new format that is described in Table 1, where in the first line is depicted the OSC
address, represented as a joint of OSC server address, the word delay, and the robot OSC
address. The massage’s first parameter represents the identifier and the second represents
the delay.

Table 1. Delay message format.

Component Type
/MMSS OSC address/delay/robot OSC address OSC address
Identifier Integer
Delay Integer

The platform describes a handshake among the MMSS and a robot. Thus, when
a new robot connects to a RoboMus concert hall it must send a handshake message con-
taining its information and what it can do, in other words, it sends its specific actions and
its parameters. After receiving this information, the server can generate hundreds of ran-
dom messages, however, it is necessary to know a set of valid values to each parameter,
enabling the MMSS to generate valid messages. Specific actions of RoboMus handshake
message does not provide these sets of valid values, as can be seen below:

< /action1; parameter11 type; ...; parameter1N type > ... <
/actionN ; parameterN1 type; ...; parameterNN type >,

where each action is represented among <>, and inside of each action the information is
divided by ;, in which the first symbolizes the action OSC address and the rest represents
the parameters that are divided in name and type by .

We defined a new format to the specific actions that include a set of valid values
for each parameter. Thus, at the end of the previous format, we added a set of valid values
represented inside parentheses, in which each set is divided by ;, except the first one that
is the action name. The new pattern model is shown below:

< /action1; parameter11 type; parameter12 type; ...; parameter1N type > ... <
/actionN ; parameterN1 type; ...; parameterNN type >

(/action1; set11; set12; ...; setN)...(/actionN ; set1N ; set2N ; ...; setNN),

where each set can be described in two forms: 1) defining the extremities of the interval
following mathematical notation, for example, ]a, b], where ]a denotes values greater than
a and b] denotes values less than or equal to b; or 2) defining a list of elements, in this case,
the elements can be written inside curly brackets and separated by comma, for example,
{p1, p2, p3, ..., pn}. Thus, follows a practical example:
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< /playNote; string i; fret i >< /playString; string i >
(/playNote; {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}; [1, 4])(/playString; [1, 6]).

In the example above, the robot can do two actions, the action playNote contains
two integer parameters string i and fret i (denoted by final character i), their set of values
are {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and [1, 4], respectively. The other action playString contains only one
integer parameter string i with a set of value defined by [1, 6].

In most cases, the mechanical delay depends on the last executed action and the
next action, because the last action defines the current mechanical components position.
For example, the delay in sliding between frets in a robotic lap steel guitar depends on
the current position (last executed action) and the next action. Thus, We define a generic
model of inputs and output variables for neural networks used to learn delay profiles,
however, the internal design depends on the robot characteristics. The input variables
structure is defined using information from the previous and the next message, in other
words, the action ids and the messages parameters, which is shown in Figure 5. The
number of parameters for each message can vary according to action, thus the network
input variables number is defined as 2×n + 2, where n is the number of parameters from
the action with the highest number of parameters. In addition, for actions that contain
fewer parameters than n, the MMSS fills the remaining inputs variables with zeros.

Neural Network
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Pm1n Delay

Last message parameters

Next message parameters

Pm12

Pm12

Pm2n

Pm21

Pm22

Pm23

Last action id

Next action id

Figure 5. A generic model of inputs and output variables for neural networks
used in the MMSS.

4.2. Micro-synchronization: Musical Pulse Synchronization

Generally, in all music there is a sequence of periodic pulse that represents the music
speed, even people without musical training can perceive theses pulses and it may corre-
spond to tapping the foot with the music [Benward and Saker 2008]. This tapping syn-
chronization is based on forecast next beat (pulse) and mechanical delay compensation.
Music, in general, is also structured in groups of pulses that are called bars, the size of the
group and pulse duration defines a time signature. These musicals information allow the
creation of rhythm patterns for synchronization between participants. Thus, perceptual
modules are implemented in the robots for real-time pulse and time signature detection,
aiming autonomous synchronization with other robots or human beings.

We implemented a beat tracker [Ellis 2007] in the BongoBot to find musical pulses
in real-time and to allow autonomous rhythmic synchronization. The algorithm calculates
the spectral flux (onset strength envelope), with hop size equal to 64 samples, from raw
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audio recorded by the robot, in which it shows the signal power changes over time, where
peaks probably represent onsets. After, the autocorrelation is applied in the spectral flux
to find periodic structures, and with the highest autocorrelation value it is possible to
estimate the global BPM (beats per minute). The algorithm defines a cost function to find
a optimal beat sequence in the signal. Thus, candidate sequences are tested to maximize
the cost function that respects the BPM and match with spectral flux peaks.

Music, usually, repeats some bars structures. Thus, the bar length can be deter-
mined by finding these repetitions as well as the time signature [Coyle and Gainza 2007].
The algorithm extracts the STFT (short-term Fourier transform) and calculates the sim-
ilarity, frame by frame, to create a similarity matrix [Foote 1999]. Then, bar lengths
candidates, from 2 to 12, are tested and the candidate that presents the highest similar-
ity score is chosen. Finally, the global BPM, the last beat time and time signature allow
the robot to create rhythmic patterns for synchronization with other participants. All the
perceptual module process is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Micro-synchronization diagram process.

5. Experiments and Results

5.1. Macro-synchronization between Clocks

Messages from the MMSS to the robots contain an absolute time to be executed, thus
the clocks synchronization among robots is the first step to achieve great performances.
We implemented SNTP algorithms in the MMSS and this Subsection aims to evaluate its
accuracy.

The synchronization tests were done using two Raspberry pi 3 Model B devices,
because it is used on BongoBot. Thus, the MMSS sent hundreds of messages to the
devices (the same messages for both). When the internal clock of a Raspberry matches
with the message’s time tag, it sends a digital pulse from the output pin. An Arduino
Mega was used only to evaluate the delay between the devices Raspberry. Then, the
Arduino read the pulses from Raspberry devices and calculate their time difference, which
consequently represents the difference among the internal clocks. The experimental setup
is shown in Figure 7.

Raspberry 1

Arduino PC

MMSS Raspberry 2

Figure 7. Experimental setup for measure the difference among devices’ clocks.
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The first test (Figure 8 (a)) was made by synchronizing the clocks with the MMSS,
only once, at the beginning of the test. Figure 8 (a) shows an increasing delay that is
caused by the clock inaccuracy, this effect is known as clock drift. However, the clock
drift may increase slowly, this occurs because the two devices use similar clock hardware
and it can be worse when applied to different types of devices.

The drift clock problem can be solved by doing a new clock synchronization from
time to time, it was tested with a new synchronization every 30 seconds (defined empir-
ically) to study the behavior. Figure 8 (b) depicts a test with 1000 messages, where the
abrupt transitions occur when the SNTP algorithm is executed. However, note that the
maximum difference value of the test was 18, 81ms which is close to the human percep-
tion threshold (20ms). The difference mean value is about 7, 82ms with standard de-
viation equal to 5, 55ms, which presents goods values to MMSS macro-synchronization.
However, micro-synchronization strategies, executed by a robot, can achieve a fine adjust-
ment and also determine moments to execute SNTP, for example, a perceptual modulo to
listen to the performance and identify the lack of synchronism with the other robots.
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Figure 8. Delay among two Raspberry pi devices: (a) shows the results of the test
that was made by synchronizing the clocks, only once, in the beginning,
showing drift clock effects and (b) depicts the synchronization results ap-
plying the SNTP from time to time.

5.2. Macro-synchronization among Bongos
This subsection aims to apply SNTP algorithms together with mechanical delay compen-
sation learned by neural networks. Synchronization tests required at least two robots,
thus we divide the BongoBot (Figure 2) into two robots, where one Raspberry control
the larger drum (hembra) and the other Raspberry control the smaller drum (macho).
The RoboMus specific action for each one was define as: < /playBongo; velocity i >
(/playBongo; [500, 1023]).

An Arduino Mega was used as an auxiliary component only to evaluate the delay,
it read each piezoelectric installed below of the drum skins and measure the delay among
the robots’ beats, the experimental setup is shown in Figure 9. For example, if the two
raspberry pi devices receive a message with an absolute time of 9:00:00.000, when each
internal clock marks that time, the Raspberry will send a signal to control the solenoid
and play the drum, which will generate a signal from the piezoelectric, that will be read
by the Arduino.
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The mechanical delay presented in Section 3 (Figure 4) is almost the same for
the two drums. Thus, we applied a 100ms delay, defined in the software, to one of the
bongo drums to force a lack of synchronism between them, aiming the study of macro-
synchronization application. Figure 11 (a) shows an experiment that was done by sending
hundreds of messages with the same time tag and different velocity (beat strength) value
randomly generated.

The lack of synchronism described above was minimized by applying the pro-
cess depicted in subsection 4.1. Thus, we use the perceptron multilayer neural network
[Haykin 2001] to learn the delay profiles of each bongo robot, Figure 10 show its model.
We use a different neural network for each robot, however with the same structure and
one thousand messages were sent to training. The neural network for the robot 1 (larger
drum) reached an RMSE (root mean square error) value equal to 0.0173 and the robot 2
(smaller drum) obtained 0.0074. After the training, the MMSS sent hundreds of messages
with random velocity parameters to test the robots, however compensating the delay given
by the neural networks to achieve the sound response at the same time. For example, a
message scheduled to execute (sound response) exactly at 9:00:00.00, the MMSS will do
the compensation for each robot and send with the new time tag, for robot 1 the new time
is 8:59:59.880 (compensation of 120 ms) and for robot 2 is 8:59:59.960 (compensation
of 40 ms). Figure 11 (b) shows the result test for hundreds of messages applying the
macro-synchronization techniques, in which presented an average delay equal to 6.65ms
with standard deviation 4.35ms and 2 (0.23%) values above 20ms.
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neural networks showed a satisfactory result achieving, in general, delay values lower than
human perception. It presented high standard deviation value compared to the average.
However, macro-synchronization is one step of the general synchronization, in addition,
these values can be improved by micro-synchronization techniques.
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Figure 11. Delay among two robots: (a) shows the delay without compensation
techniques and (b) depicts the results with compensation.

5.3. Micro-synchronization Tests
We use a metronome to test the perceptual module described in Subsection 4.2, where
the test setup is shown in Figure 12. The robot processes the metronome audio signal
captured by the USB audio interface and runs the micro-synchronization algorithms. The
USB audio interface 2 records the signal from the piezoelectric, installed on the bongo,
on channel 1, and the metronome sound on channel 2. The synchronism between them
can be estimated by applying the beat detection algorithm separately for each signal and
calculating the absolute value of time difference between the corresponding beats.

Metronome

USB audio 

interface 1

Robotic 

Bongo
Piezoelectric

USB audio 

interface 2
PC

Figure 12. Experimental setup for micro-synchronization tests.

Table 2 shows the results for 10 tests with audios of 1 minute each. The results 5,
6, 8, and 9 exceeded the human perception threshold (20 ms), this may have been caused
by the difficulty of associating global computer time with the moment when the audio
sample was measured by the audio board. In addition, there is variation in the latency
of the audio system due to hardware components (analog-digital converter, buffers, USB
communication) and software (communication drivers, audio drivers). Another cause is
the difference between metronome’s BPM and estimated BPM that increases the delay
over time. Thus, analyzing only the first 5 seconds of the tests 5, 6, 8, and 9, the delays
and standard deviations are equal to 10.16±3.75ms, 24.19±2.6ms, 13.93±1.16ms, and
28.61±5.1ms, respectively. Note that the tests 6 and 9 initialized without synchronization
and tests 5 and 8 became out of sync over time due to the difference in BPM. Thus, 4 tests
(40%) exceeded the threshold and only 2 (20%) started without synchronization.
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Table 2. Results of experimental micro-synchronization tests.

Test Metronome’s BPM Estimated BPM Average delay Standard deviation
1 110 109.96 5.68 ms 4.12 ms
2 70 69.96 11.58 ms 6.94 ms
3 80 79.97 9.36 ms 5.23 ms
4 60 60.01 14.25 ms 3.70 ms
5 120 119.84 35.39 ms 16.29 ms
6 90 90.07 37.88 ms 9.55 ms
7 60 60.01 13.55 ms 4.41 ms
8 75 75.03 21.91 ms 6.79 ms
9 100 100.11 47.51 ms 12.52 ms

10 80 79.97 7.37 ms 4.72ms

6. Conclusion

This paper presented strategies for macro and micro-synchronization applied to the Robo-
Mus platform, that aims to provide robotic musical performances, and a practical bongo
robotic development. We use neural networks to learn the robots’ mechanical delay pro-
files and SNTP protocol for synchronization among clock (macro-synchronization). We
also use real-time audio processing to detect musical pulse and time signatures, aiming to
provide autonomous rhythmic synchronizationmusical accompaniment.

As future works, for micro-synchronization, we suggest an improvement in the
time signature detection algorithm, mainly the first beat of a bar detection; increase the
accuracy of the beat tracker algorithm, and development of algorithms for musical genre
classification and choose rhythm patterns by the genre. For macro-synchronization, we
propose tests with other complex algorithms for clock synchronization, studying the com-
putational complexity and time accuracy, as well as developing strategies to define good
moments to a robot synchronize its clock; and finally, the application of synchronization
techniques for more mechanically complex robots.
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